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SIBS 2021

goes hybrid
The Selangor International Business Summit will
return in October this year, bigger and better than
before. It will be held in hybrid form, offering investors the choice of either attending in person or
to visit its virtual platform.
The annual summit is Selangor’s opportunity to
strengthen its position as a competitive and preferred investment destination in Asia, offering the
state an avenue to demonstrate its resilience, agility
and determination to succeed
despite the challenges brought
on by Covid-19.
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MB: Nestle’s RM150m plant shows investor confidence
SHAH ALAM - The Selangor government welcomes the effort by
Nestle Malaysia Bhd (Nestle) in
opening a Plant-Based Food Production Centre involving an investment of almost RM150 million.
Menteri Besar Dato’ Seri Amirudin Shari said Selangor is fortunate to host a high-tech facility
that would produce quality plantbased food products for the local
and international market.
“The centre is the first of its
kind in Southeast Asia and is a reflection of the investor confidence
in the stability and administration
of the state government,” he said
in a statement on Facebook on
April 8.
He said the state-of-the-art

production centre not only produces quality products but has
also been developed sustainably
and is environmentally friendly, as almost every element of its
packaging can be recycled.
"Congratulations to Nestle for
its commitment towards the environment that also complements
the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) which is the current
global guideline,” he said.
On April 7, Amirudin had accompanied the Sultan of Selangor, Sultan Sharafuddin Idris
Shah Alhaj, along with Tengku
Permaisuri of Selangor Tengku
Permaisuri Norashikin and Raja
Muda Selangor Tengku Amir Shah
to the centre, here.

Building young minds
for the future
By ZAREEF MUZAMMIL
SHAH ALAM - Dato’ Seri Amirudin Shari said robotics and
coding programmes would be able to bring beneficial
long-term human capital investments to Selangor.
The Menteri Besar said giving students exposure to artificial intelligence (AI) and big data would produce scientists
and technocrats who can meet the needs of the future.
“In line with the digitalisation policy and the state government’s efforts to complete its digital infrastructure as
well as internet accessibility, I am confident that this field
of learning would be beneficial for the state.
“The Selangor Foundation (Yayasan Selangor) will collaborate in implementing the learning programme and
hopefully the plan would be rewarding in empowering individuals, which would contribute to achieving the smart
state vision,” he said in his speech at the signing ceremony of an education collaboration in conjunction with the
Selangor Foundation’s 50th anniversary held at the official residence of the Dato’ Menteri Besar, here on April 28.
Amirudin reiterated his hopes that the Selangor Foundation would think 100 years ahead and continue to be
innovative when executing educational programmes.
“Since 50 years ago, it (Selangor Foundation) has been
widely known as one of the state government’s agencies
that serves as a platform for the people to receive assistance such as scholarships, study loans and admission to
hostels.
“Therefore, we appreciate the role that it has played
over the years and we acknowledge that it has produced
many professionals, corporate figures and successful individuals among its alumni,” he said.
Meanwhile, the Selangor Foundation has sealed a deal
to collaborate with 18 public and private agencies as well
as non-governmental agencies to carry out various educational programmes in line with the smart state vision
by 2025.
Its chief executive officer Eddie Ahmad Khodzali said

the cooperation is a new direction towards enhancing the
individual potential, talents and achievement of the students sponsored by the foundation.
“As the driving force of the programme, we are helping
out the Selangor government by providing competent human capital that is suited for the progress and prosperity
of the state.
“We hope that this collaboration will be formed with
fresh ideas while identifying other forms of potential
partnerships that would benefit the development of the
state’s education,” he said.
Eddie said he is optimistic that the foundation’s services would be enhanced through the collaborations.
The agencies involved in the programme are as follows:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Selangor State Education Department ( JPNS)
Majlis Amanah Rakyat (Mara)
Selangor Public Library Corporation (PPAS)
Universiti Selangor (Unisel)
Kolej Universiti Islam Antarabangsa Selangor (Kuis)
Yayasan Raja Muda Selangor (YRMS)
Bumiputera Education Leader Foundation (YPPB)
Selangor Information Technology and Digital Economy
Corporation (Sidec)
Malaysian Technology Development
Corporation (MTDC)
Maxis
Kolej Yayasan Saad (KYS)
REAL Education
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants
(CIMA)
TYMBA Education
Almotahida Education Group Sdn Bhd
Exzellent Profis Sdn Bhd
Selangor Federation of Peninsular Malay Students
Association (GPMS)
Alumni of Yayasan Selangor Association (PAYS)

Year-end target for
smart projects
KUALA LUMPUR - The Smart Selangor Delivery
Unit (SSDU) aims to develop at least 55 per cent
of the 60 initiatives under the Smart Selangor
Programme by end of the year.
Its Strategic Planning director Mazlan Mahadi
said the programme, which aims to develop Selangor as a liveable and smart state in the Asean
region by 2025, is 40 per cent on track.
Some of the initiatives started from as far
back as 2015.
“We expect that we would be able to meet the
target as efforts to implement the initiatives are
on schedule,” he said at the International Business Review Asean Awards 2020, here on April 3.
At the event, SSDU was presented with the
Government Delivery Services (Government
Services Delivery in Smart State Development)
award by IBR Asia Group.
Mazlan said the recognition was made possible by the faith and support given by the state
government.
“I believe this achievement will motivate the
SSDU members to work harder together to enhance technological and digital development in
Selangor,” he said.
SSDU began its operations in May 2016 when
it was mandated by the Selangor government to
execute a host of smart initiatives under an umbrella of 12 domains.
The domains include, among others, smart
governance, smart waste management and
smart traffic management.
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State to offer RM5m matching
grants to selected SMEs
SHAH ALAM - The state government on
April 12 launched the Selangor SME Digitalisation Matching Grant worth RM5 million with the aim to help small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to digitalise
their business.
Menteri Besar Dato’ Seri Amirudin
Shari said the initiative, estimated to
benefit at least 1,000 businesses, was introduced to aid the digitalisation of the
SMEs that are facing challenges from the
Covid-19 pandemic.
He said a 50 per cent matching grant or
a maximum of RM5,000 has been allocated to each SME to subscribe to a chosen
digital service provider.
“SMEs that lack resources to digitalise
their businesses are invited to apply for
this grant to strengthen the digital reach
of their business.
“The state government has always been
committed to the digitalisation agenda, to
help the SMEs in going digital. We want to
assure that merchants and consumers in
the state would benefit from the various
initiatives and grants provided,” he said
in his speech during the launch of the Se-

Photo by SME Magazine Asia

langor SME Digitalisation Matching Grant
here on April 12.
Also present were state executive
councillor for industry and trade Dato’
Teng Chang Khim, Selangor Information Technology and Digital Economy
Corporation (Sidec) chief executive officer Yong Kai Ping and Special Evaluation
Committee for the Selangor SME Digitalisation Matching Grant chairman Dato’

Ng Wan Peng.
When asked whether there would be
an evaluation process, Amirudin said a
panel will be set up to justify and analyse
the businesses that would be selected to
receive the matching grant.
“We will not be just taking any ‘Tom,
Dick, and Harry’ but it will be based on
their performance and the presentation
(presented) to us,” he added.

Applications for the grant opened on
April 15 and will continue until 12pm on
May 15.
To date, a total of 100 digital service
providers have been approved to provide
their digital solutions.
Five areas of digitalisation are offered
under the initiative. They are: e-commerce, HR and payroll system, cloud accounting, digital marketing, electronic
point of sales (ePos) system, and payment
gateway.
Those who wish to participate should
be registered under the Malaysian laws,
must be at least 51 per cent Malaysian-owned, have a business or operation
address registered in Selangor, be at least
one year in operation, and have a minimum annual sales turnover of RM300,000
and not exceeding RM1 million.
Each application is limited to only
one company but the SMEs may apply
to up to three digital services with one
or more service providers that are endorsed by Sidec.
For further information, visit www.
sidec.com.my/selangorgrant2021.

Bringing cashless solutions to small enterprises
KUALA LUMPUR - Selangkah Ventures
Sdn Bhd (SVSB) has launched SELangkah Biz, a mobile application and digital
solution that aims to help small- and medium-enterprises (SMEs) transition into a
cashless business environment.
With Selangor moving towards technology-oriented solutions to meet its
2025 Smart Vision, and with a pandemic
looming in the background, the application is timely, if not necessary.
In a statement on April 13, SVSB chief
information officer Dr Helmi Zakariah
said SELangkah Biz was conceptualised
to help underserved merchants who may
not have the knowledge or tools to digitalise, and also to encourage more Ramadan
bazaar merchants to opt for a safer mode
of business.
“With the app, any business can ensure
their customers have digital payment options for a safer celebration this Hari Raya.
“Whether they are first-time bazaar
stall owners or veterans looking to tap
into digital means this year, the SELangkah Biz app is aimed to help ease their
journey into the digital space,” he said.
These are not the only perks of the application.
Traditionally, micro businesses like
food traders are hesitant to go cashless,

knowing that fast cash is needed to purchase more supplies for the next day’s
trade. For this, SELangkah Biz has the answer — all merchants using the application will be able to receive the cashless
payments made by their customers via
seven e-wallets.
The participating e-wallets are Kiplepay, Boost, TNG Digital, Grabpay, Alipay,
Wechat Pay and Razorpay. Maybank QR
and card payments will soon be offered
too.
As an added benefit, registration for
these e-wallets has been made free (the
usual fee to register is between RM50 and
RM500 for each e-wallet).
Furthermore, merchants will be rewarded with a RM1 cashback for any
transactions above RM5, with a maximum
payout of RM50 per day.
Throughout the month of Ramadan,
SVSB will also be offering up to RM10,000
worth of incentives to participating merchants daily.
In a statement to Bernama, SVSB chief
executive officer Tengku Iesta Tengku
Alaudin said pivoting to digital means has
been a way for entrepreneurs in Malaysia
to ensure the survivability of their business, no matter the industry.
“We want to make that transition a

seamless one, especially now during the
Raya season where more companies,
traders and merchants are looking to ply
their trade.
“We hope that they will benefit from
our digital solutions that are meant to not
only grow their business but also ensure
they can do so securely this season,” he
said.
Aside from providing SMEs with cashless solutions, SVSB will soon be rolling
out the SELangkah Wallet and SELangkah
Pay features within the SELangkah Biz application.

(SELangkah Pay is a payment portal
for utility bills and SELangkah Wallet is an
e-wallet solution for the state government
to channel cash benefits to the people.)
SVSB said this will provide users with a
one-stop solution for digital needs in the
new norm, and hopes more merchants
will come on board soon.
SELangkah Biz is now available for free
on the Google Play Store and soon on the
Apple App Store.
For more queries on the application,
visit biz.selangkah.my or email to selangkah@selcare.my.
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POIS the answer as
workplaces return to
full capacity

Efforts to curb
virus ongoing
By KHAIRUL AZRAN HUSSIN

EDITORIAL BOARD

SHAH ALAM - The Preventing
and Detecting Outbreaks at Ignition Sites (POIS) programme
is the best measure to control
the spread of Covid-19 as the
Federal government lifts its
ruling to allow employees to
work from home.
Selangor Task Force for
Covid-19 (STFC) chairman Datuk Seri Dr Dzulkefly Ahmad
said through the system, a
committee would be set up to
monitor the workplace environment as well as constantly
remind employees to adhere
to the standard operating procedures (SOP).
He explained that POIS
uses the method of dividing
work according to tasks that is
able to reduce interactions between individuals, thus lowering the risk of infection.
“This is important because
if a potential worker becomes
a super spreader, that individual will not infect other parties due to a lack of interaction
between them.
“POIS also requires scheduled group screenings using the antigen rapid test kits
(RTK-Ag). This method saves
costs and it allows employers

to act faster according to their
needs,” he told SelangorKini on
April 1.
The former Health Minister
said the SELangkah (Step In,
Safely) application that is integrated into the system is capable of detecting high-risk individuals if there is an infection
among the employees.
“Hopefully, all employees
can comply with the SOP. Allowing the private sector to
operate at maximum capacity
is a step towards reviving the
economy and ensuring that it
continues to grow,” he said.
On Jan 6, the STFC launched
POIS to prevent and reduce
workplace clusters.
Registered employers need
to set up a committee consisting of several small groups
with different functions whose
roles are to identify high-risk
areas and activities in their
premises.
The SELangkah app records
the movements of employees
and monitors the POIS system.
Among the companies that
have used POIS include Nestle Malaysia Bhd in Section 15,
here, and Celestica Malaysia
Sdn Bhd in Johor and Kedah.
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PUCHONG - Selangor has laid
out various plans to cushion the
impact of Covid-19 on the economy and the people.
Dato’ Seri Amirudin Shari said
among the initiatives are the setting up of the Selangor Task Force
for Covid-19 (STFC), developing
the SELangkah contact tracing
system, free Covid-19 screenings
and the Preventing and Early Detection of Outbreaks at Ignition
Sites (POIS) programme.

“I can say that Selangor is the
only state that has initiated various programmes and efforts to
control the outbreak.
“The proactive measures are
in line with Selangor’s status as
the most developed state and
it being the place where people
from across the country come to
make a living,” said the Menteri
Besar in his speech during the
launch of the Covid-19 Immunisation Expansion Programme at
Dataran Puchong Permai, here
on April 4.

Amirudin said to date, some
20,000 people in the state have
done the free tests.
“The initiative has successfully
curbed the spread of the coronavirus within the community, and
it will be carried out from time to
time.
“I would like to remind the
people to continue complying
with the standard operating procedures and to not be complacent even if the Covid-19 figure
drops or if the vaccine is available,” he added.

Fear, complacency causing people
to shun tests: Exco

SHAH ALAM - The low turnout
for the free Covid-19 community
screening organised by the Selangor government is attributed
to the people’s fear of getting a
positive result and a complacent
attitude.
State executive councillor
for public health Dr Siti Mariah Mahmud said low turnouts
started to happen after the Federal government announced
that the vaccine would be given
to the people.
“First is fear. The people are
afraid to come to the community screening as they fear they
will be sent to the Covid-19 Quarantine and Low-Risk Treatment
Centre (PKRC) at the Malaysian
Agro Exposition Park Serdang

(MAEPS), or the hospital, or have
to self-quarantine at home if
they are positive, so for them, it
is better to not know. Also, many
are afraid they would not get
their daily pay if their employer
found out they are positive.
“Secondly, people are getting
comfortable after knowing that
free vaccines will be given to all.
Thirdly, there are no more incentives like the RM1,000 that Selangor gave in the first year of the
pandemic to those who are positive,” she said in the forum titled
‘Covid-19 in Selangor: Ask anything’ that was broadcast live on
her Facebook page on April 30.
Dr Siti Mariah said what is worrying is that there may be people
who are positive yet asymptom-

atic who are moving about in the
community and spreading the
virus.
Previously on April 4, Dr Siti
Mariah had urged residents of
densely populated areas to take
part in the free Covid-19 community screenings offered by the
state government as the number
of people coming for the screenings had seen a slight decrease.
The Selangor government has
allocated a total of RM6 million
to carry out the free tests to curb
the spread of the virus.
The programme aims to
screen 50,000 people in Selangor and will focus on the highrisk residential areas identified
with the help of artificial intelligence.
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Digital divide hampers
vaccine rollout

Factories to pay
nominal sum for
inoculations: MB
SHAH ALAM - Manufacturing and construction
sector workers will be charged to receive the vaccines purchased by the Selangor government.
Selangor Menteri Besar Dato’ Seri Amirudin
Shari said the charge rate will be at a minimum or
cost price to cover for the purchase.
“I do not think this is an obstacle for companies to pay, in fact, we are getting bookings for
the early stages (of the vaccination programme).
“All this will be announced after the vaccine
supply is received which is expected to be in
June,” he said at the Mahabbah Ramadan ceremony with state civil servants at the Jubli Perak
Hall here on April 23.
Amirudin said five types of vaccines are being
considered and the selection is still being discussed.
The state government plans to buy between
three and five million doses of the vaccine with
an allocation of about RM100 million.
The proposal is to meet the needs of locals as
well as foreign workers as there are many factories located in the state.

SHAH ALAM - With less than half of
the state’s population having signed
up for the Covid-19 vaccine, the Selangor Covid-19 Immunisation Outreach
Programme (ImuniSel) aims to tackle
the problem of digital divide among
the people, which it believes is partly
the cause of the low registration rate.
Selangor Menteri Besar Dato’ Seri
Amirudin Shari in a Facebook post on
April 6 said the programme, which
was launched on April 4, was initiated
as 2019 data by the Statistics Department found that 37 per cent of households in Selangor do not have access
to smartphones.
“Through this programme, we will
help these groups to register manually for the vaccine via the ImuniSel
counters.
“We hope that with this programme,
more people will have the awareness
to sign up to get vaccinated,” he said.
With only a 44 per cent vaccine registration rate in Selangor as of April 3,
the state government found that 90

per cent of elderly people have yet to
sign up.
An infographic shared by the Selangor government showed that among
the factors that could lead to the digital gap include the lack of a suitable
gadget, insufficient knowledge in using the online platform, or limited internet access.
District officers, local councillors,
parliamentarians and state assemblymen, community centres, council
members and community heads will
all actively help out in executing the
campaign.
Volunteers will also be roped in to
help sign people up on ImuniSel’s offline platform.
The following is the implementation
process of the ImuniSel campaign:
1. Registration
■ Volunteers will be mobilised
throughout the state to collect information and register people via the

ImuniSel application
■ ImuniSel registration booths will
be set up at several locations, such
as night markets and selected convenience stores
2. Vaccination appointment
■ Village heads will personally deliver the message
■ Those with smartphones can scan
the QR code on the ImuniSel card provided, which will display the details of
the vaccination appointment
■ They can also call the hotline at
03-5650 0501 or 03-5650 0502 for their
appointment details
3. Immunisation
■ The targeted groups follow
through with their vaccination at the
stated time and place
For further information, visit www.
imunisel.my.

Immunisation outreach programme kicks off
By KHAIRUL AZRAN HUSSIN
KUALA LANGAT - Village chiefs
throughout the state are asked to
collect information on individuals who have not registered for the
Covid-19 vaccine in their respective
areas.
State executive councillor for rural
development Borhan Aman Shah said
announcements through posters,
banners, mosques and suraus as well
as other houses of worship are also
being done by the local authorities.

“I have asked the village chiefs to
work with the relevant agencies to
gather information and conduct the
awareness campaigns.
“If the residents have internet access problems, the village chief is
responsible for helping them to register,” he said after attending the recording session of the Hadiah Sastera Selangor 2020 Award at Warisan
Hall Studio, in Sijangkang on April 8.
The state government launched
the Selangor Covid-19 Immunisation
Outreach Programme (ImuniSel) on

April 4 to help those facing difficulties in registering for the vaccine.
ImuniSel gives special focus to the
elderly and Orang Asli groups.
Selangor Menteri Besar Dato’
Amirudin Shari said the programme
is necessary as 37 per cent of households in the state do not have access
to smartphones, based on data from
the Department of Statistics in 2019.
As of April 3, only 7.6 million out
of 26.7 million Malaysians have registered for the vaccination program
through the MySejahtera application.

Selangor’s e-commerce site proves a success
SHAH ALAM - The Platform Selangor
(Plats) e-commerce site has received an
overwhelming response with a total of
627 entrepreneurs having signed up as
of April 19.
According to the Selangor Economic Planning Unit (UPEN), 564 entrepreneurs had registered via the Rakan
Digital Selangor programme while another 63 had joined on their own.
“Those involved include 117 from
the Ramadan bazaars, 341 traders, 85
retailers and 84 restaurants from 11 lo-

cations in Shah Alam, Subang, Petaling
Jaya and Selayang.
“Traders located in Ampang Jaya,
Batu Caves, Banting, Damansara, Klang
and Bestari Jaya have also taken part in
the programme,” the agency stated in
its weekly report on the 20 initiatives
rolled out under the Kita Selangor Package.
The Plats e-bazaar concept was initiated last year with the introduction of
the country’s first digital Ramadan bazaar following restrictions stemming

from the movement control order.
The site was improved on April 11 and
its e-kitchen programme had sought
participation from food operators.
Plats also expanded its services to
run throughout the year and not just
during the fasting month.
Another effort under the Kita Selangor Package was the distribution
of petrol vouchers to fishermen. UPEN
reported that the initiative was completed on April 27, with a total of 1,351
vouchers worth some RM405,300 hand-

ed out.
The agency also said RM256,500 has
been spent on livestock feed for 285
farmers, with 15 others expected to receive the aid in a week’s time.
As for feed used in aquaculture, 73
out of 154 farmers have received the
assistance that is worth RM657,000 in
total.
Apart from that, UPEN reported that
it is in the process of contacting 500
agro-based entrepreneurs to receive
their allocation of raw materials.
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SIBS 2021 to offer more as
event goes hybrid
SHAH ALAM - The Selangor International
Business Summit (2021) will continue this
year in October, both virtually and physically, with several new segments and features lined up.
The summit was held fully online last
year due to movement restrictions and
travel bans.
Selangor Investment, Industry and
Trade, Small and Medium Industries
Committee chairman Dato’ Teng Chang
Khim said the fifth installation of the annual summit would be an opportunity to
strengthen Selangor’s position as a competitive and preferred
investment destination in Asia.
He said the
event
would
offer the state
an avenue to
demonstrate
its resilience,

agility and determination to succeed
while moving forward despite the challenges brought about by the Covid-19
pandemic.
“I am thrilled to announce that SIBS
2021 will introduce new features and segments. Spark (Selangor Industrial Park
Expo) 2021, for example, will be the avenue for potential manufacturers and
investors to meet and evaluate the best
industrial parks for their next expansion
plan in Selangor.
“SIE (Selangor International Expo) (Medic) 2021 on the other hand, will showcase
the latest products and services related to
the life sciences, a sector which is very important especially with the current health
challenges that the region is facing.
“It is time to recover and reverse the
economic effects of the global pandemic. With SIBS 2021, we are declaring that
Selangor welcomes all international participants back to explore the many opportunities here,” said Teng in his opening
speech during the soft launch of the SIBS
2021 at the
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre,
here on April
8.
Teng said
the summit
would
be
crucial to the

economic rebuilding process in the region as such promotional efforts would
provide confidence not only to the participants and exhibitors but also to the trade
visitors coming from the region, to connect, collaborate and conduct business in
Selangor.
Last year, due to limitations stemming
from the virtual programme, Teng said
the transacted value went downwards to
RM109 million from the total RM247 million transacted during SIBS 2019.
It, however, attracted almost 178,000
online attendees from 54 countries.
In ensuring its success this year, Teng
said the Selangor government is working
with the Malaysian Investment Development Authority (Mida) in helping to mitigate inward business travel restrictions,
particularly for investors who wish to visit
Malaysia through the Safe Travel portal.
The portal provides the information
and services to facilitate both short- and
long-term business travellers’ entry into
Malaysia.
“This portal allows short-term or even
long-term business travellers to be considered for exemption from mandatory
quarantine, subject to the approval of the
One-Stop Centre (OSC) Committee and
adherence to strict standard operating
procedures.
“We believe that the setting up of this
portal would hugely benefit the industry
and contribute to strengthening the na-

tion’s economic position as a competitive
and preferred investment destination in
the region,” he said.
Selangor had topped the list for the
best investment destination in Malaysia in 2020, with approved investments
amounting to RM38.7 billion.
Of the total value, RM18.4 billion is
from the manufacturing sector with 324
manufacturing projects approved.
Meanwhile, Invest Selangor Bhd chief
executive officer Dato’ Hasan Azhari Idris in his welcoming address said that
for the first time, SIBS 2021 will be running on a hybrid model where the exhibitions and conferences will be held physically at the prestigious Kuala Lumpur
Convention Centre and virtually via the
www.selangorbusinesshub.my portal.
He said the four-day event, themed ‘Restore Tomorrow, Today’, will be held from
Oct 7 to 10 and is expected to garner 840
exhibitors and attract 15,000 visitors from
24 countries.
“This year, the event will host a record
of six main event components, namely the
Selangor International Expo (F&B), Selangor Asean Business Conference (SABC),
Selangor Smart City and Digital Economy
Convention (SDEC) and the Selangor R&D
and Innovation Expo (SRIE).
“Two new events will be included,
which are the Selangor International Expo
(Medic) and Selangor Industrial Park Expo
(Spark),” he said.

E-bazaar concept a win for all
SHAH ALAM - It goes without saying that
Malaysians love a good sale, and now
more than ever, people are choosing to
spend their money online. Despite the
sluggish economy, consumerism trends
on the internet remain upbeat, and even
more so when a festive season comes
around.
Following the roaring success of the
Selangor Chinese New Year e-Bazaar,
held from Feb 1 until March 7 this year,
the state government is again capitalising
on the people’s penchant for convenience
and attractive discounts, and rolling out
the 2021 Selangor Raya e-Bazaar.
Set to run from April 15 to May 29, it
aims to be bigger — with the state hoping
to generate a whopping RM700 million in
a ripple effect to the state economy.
Selangor Investment, Industry and
Trade, Small and Medium Industries Committee chairman Dato’ Teng Chang Khim
said the state is confident of achieving

this target, having organised similar bazaars three times before.
“The previous three rounds of the Selangor e-Bazaar campaign in 2020 and
2021 had generated RM2.003 billion in
a ripple effect to the economy, which includes RM79.7 million in direct sales.
“This is a very encouraging result which
is why we are continuing with this year’s
Raya e-Bazaar campaign,” he said during
a virtual press conference on April 7 to
highlight the Selangor Chinese New Year
e-Bazaar campaign’s success.
The Raya e-Bazaar will be jointly coordinated by Invest Selangor Berhad and Selangor Information Technology and Digital Economy Corporation (Sidec).
Similar to the Chinese New Year e-Bazaar, the state government will allocate
RM2 million in the form of subsidised
vouchers to consumers to spend. Shopee and Lazada — two of the most popular
online shopping sites in the country — will

again come on board as the participating
merchants, making it a win-win situation
for all.
Teng said this goes to prove that the
state’s digital agenda has effectively assisted merchants to generate more income amidst the Covid-19 storm.
He also assured all small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and micro-SMEs that the state would continue to
have their back and provide them with the
know-how to bring their business online.
“The Chinese New Year e-Bazaar campaign saw the participation of 19,644 new
e-merchants, benefiting a total of 77,903
e-merchants. This is a 157 per cent increase from the initial target of 12,500
new e-merchants,” he said.
“The state government is happy as this
shows more new sellers are exploring
e-commerce. It also reflects that more
SMEs have benefitted from the campaign.”

The Chinese New Year e-Bazaar generated RM619 million in a ripple effect to
the state economy, including RM35.5 million in direct sales.
The demography of the shoppers, said
Teng, has changed from impulse-driven youths to need-based working-class
adults.
“A majority of the buyers are from the
ages of 35 to 44 years old and most of
them are their respective families’ breadwinners who were looking for ways to create a festive environment at home.”
The top four most popular sales categories in the campaign were health and
beauty, automotive, home and living as
well as items like games, books and hobby-related materials.
“Pineapple tarts — a Chinese New Year
delicacy — was one of the top 10 most
bought items, demonstrating how consumers have got used to the new norm of
shopping online,” Teng added.
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Transforming the local
DT3 industry

Kamarul (second from left) explains to Menteri Besar Dato’ Seri Amirudin Shari the workings of the many industrial drones on
display at the Aerodyne headquarters in Cyberjaya, on April 13
By IDA NADIRAH IBRAHIM

A

DVANCEMENTS in technology have opened
up employment opportunities that were traditionally unavailable to most
people.
In the wake of Covid-19 and
as more and more people
lose their jobs, the Selangor government
has embarked on
an
opportune
chance to upskill and reskill
its
workforce
and help individuals rise to
their potential.
On April 13, the
state administration,
through the Selangor Technical Skills Development Centre
(STDC), formed a strategic partnership with Malaysian-based
drone services company Aerodyne Group (Aerodyne) to develop specialised skills training for
job seekers, focusing on developing drone and data experts
in the state.
Much like the Selangor government, Aerodyne hopes to
see more quality talent in the

field.
Speaking to Selangor Journal,
its founder and chief executive
officer Kamarul A Muhamed
(pic) shares how the company
plans to play a part in creating
more skilled talents in the DT3
— drone tech, data tech and
digital transformation — industry.
Falling short
Malaysia has
no lack of talent
in many specialised fields but
is in shortage of
multi-skilled individuals who can
meet the demands
of the tech industry.
Kamarul said Aerodyne
aspires to create more such talent and to help transform Malaysians from being tech users
to tech creators who can design
products for the overseas market.
“The jobs of the future are
different compared to previous
specialised jobs. People are now
required to be able to connect
the dots and solve problems.
“We don’t need deep subject

matter expertise … basically
what we need are talented individuals who can understand
what the problem is and find a
solution,” he said.
Unfortunately, Kamarul said
the current work pool produced
by the country’s educational institutions is not yet ready for the
industry and that the local syllabus has not caught up with the
future’s requirements.
On the right track
The idea for Aerodyne —
which has operated across 35
countries — to work with the Selangor government came about
when it noticed the scarcity of
talent in Malaysia.
“One of our aspirations from
the collaboration with the Selangor government and STDC is to
produce more talents to suit the
future’s needs. So what we are
doing now is to have our trainers train the existing trainers at
STDC so that they will be able to
train the next batch of talents
required for the industry,” said
Kamarul.
“Next, we will focus on what
skills are needed.”
Kamarul admitted that it is

difficult to penetrate the local
market but is hopeful that with
the collaboration — the first tieup it has made with any government in Malaysia — technology
can be grown locally.
“We are looking into working
together with the state in various areas such as smart city,
data technology and artificial intelligence (AI) technology.
“But we need world-class talent and for now, that is quite
limited. So our aim now is to
bring in experts from across the
world so that we can grow the
technology here,” he said.
Kamarul commended the
state government’s digitalisation agenda and said he looks
forward to working together in
managing Selangor’s natural resources, assets and infrastructure.
“I applaud the state’s vision.
Selangor is on the right track
and we look forward to being
able to assist the state based
on our global experience in this
space,” he said.
Exporting to the world
Focusing on the DT3 industry,
Kamarul said that the company

will first look into developing
expertise in drone technology,
which goes beyond the designing of drones.
“If we can train people who
not only can build but modify
drones, these are the people
who will be needed in the industry,” he said.
“The second is data technology. We need expertise in data
and this includes knowledge in
big data analytics and using AI.
If we succeed in this, we will be
able to export (our products).”
Kamarul said the upskilling
process of the talent pool will focus on four main sectors — agriculture, power, geospatial, and
drone technology.
“Back then, people would say
these sectors have no value. But
now those who understand all
this will know they will be in high
demand.
“That is what our programme
is about with STDC. The trainer
will train trainers on multiple
skills in our business, in four
or five verticals, from different
engineering spaces,” he said,
adding that a six-month programme would be sufficient to
impart the necessary skills and
knowledge.
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Making plans for a
post-pandemic recovery
By ALANG BENDAHARA

L

AST month, Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM)
announced that the Malaysian economy is
projected to expand between 6.0 per cent and
7.5 per cent in 2021 compared to the 5.6 per
cent contraction in 2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The state remains the highest contributor to the
national GDP in 2019 with an achievement of 24.2
per cent. As Selangor continues its aim to become
an Asean premier smart state in 2025 through
its digitalisation agenda, Menteri Besar Selangor
(Incorporated) or MBI addresses some of its postpandemic recovery plans and focus.
While the state realigns several of its economic
initiatives to help the country to meet its target, MBI
chief operating officer Soffan Affendi Aminudin
said the recent economic projection by BNM has
made the task more challenging for the state.
“As the main contributor to Malaysia’s gross
domestic product (GDP), Selangor has to work
harder to ensure that the country’s GDP in 2020
would be achieved. So using the BNM’s data, we
have come up with suggestions for the main focus
and direction for Selangor in its long-term plan for
the economic recovery after Covid-19,” he said in a
recent interview with Media Selangor.
Soffan said to maintain the economic recovery, the
state agency had recommended that the state should
enhance several of its existing long-term initiatives,
which were designed with the goal of bringing
Selangor towards becoming a premier smart state.
“Firstly, the state government should build a
resilient and highly skilled workforce
through
its
Selangor
Kerjaya
that would be able to adapt with
incoming investments. Secondly, we
also need to have investment-led
growth focusing on innovation via
the Selangor Innovation Fund (SIF).
“Last but not least, the social
security group should help target groups in getting
the funds for them, get a new source of funds or
maybe for the government to issue Sukuk or Dana
Wakaf Korporat,” he said.
Touching on Selangor Kerjaya, Soffan said the
job portal www.selangorkerjaya.com.my, which was
launched by the Selangor Menteri Besar in January
has attracted more than 6,000 applications and will
begin to show results by the third quarter of the year.
“We match the skills of the applicants with the jobs
offered. Once an applicant registers, we will screen
them to find what their skills are and this process will
take between two and three weeks. After that, the
applicants will undergo one month of training.

“So in just two months, the applicants will get the
right job that is suited with his or her skills while the
company will get the right candidate that matches
their requirements,” said Soffan, adding that the
process is to address the issue where job seekers
are not interested in their field of study and have
capabilities in other fields.
As for the SIF, which was announced in the 2021
Selangor Budget with a RM100 million fund, Soffan
said the venture capital fund
is being set up while awaiting
a licence from the Securities
Commission. He said its first
investment will be made
before the end of this year.
“SIF is part of the Selangor
digital agenda and provides
capital for local companies that are able to
stimulate new industries in Selangor, which can
contribute to the state’s digitalisation target.
“Ideally, we want companies that have already
been set up but we are also looking at start-ups.
So we are already looking at all the prospects
out there,” he said, stating that SIF differs from
other venture capitals as it is linked to the state
ecosystem as well as the Selangor digital agenda.

Factors to look out for
Coming back to the BNM report, Soffan said their
analysis on the report found that there are internal

and external factors that will affect Selangor’s postpandemic economic recovery.
“For internal factors, they are the execution of
the immunisation programme, spending on public
infrastructure and spending by the private sector.
“While the external factors involve the
recovery of overseas demand, the upcycle of
the global technology sector and the increase in
manufacturing as well as commodity production.”
Soffan said MBI has made recommendations
based on both factors.
Among the recommendations for the internal
factors are initiatives to improve vaccination, to
focus on affordable homes and the creation of an
ecosystem that is able to support digitalisation
infrastructure in the future.
He said during the movement control order
period, there was a pent-up demand that was
waiting to be channelled into the economy, but
confidence among the people is currently still
on hold as they are on the lookout for the latest
progress on the Covid-19 outbreak.
“The building of 80,000 (units of) Rumah
Selangorku Idaman and Harapan will complete in
four years’ time and will inject RM17 billion of returns
for the state economy. This comes from all levels,
from the construction, employment of workers,
financing and added value to the homeowners.”
He said 45,000 units of Rumah Idaman will be
built by MBI while the rest by the Selangor Housing
and Property Board (LPHS).

FROM LEFT
With Selangor Kerjaya, job
seekers can be matched with
a suitable position in a short
span of two months
Soffan wants to use the Plats
platform to change people’s
lives, especially those in the
B40 group
Selangor Menteri Besar
Dato’ Amirudin Shari
at the launch
of the Rumah
Selangorku
Idaman,
1,000 sq ft
apartments
that are
affordable
to families
earning
RM10,000 a
month

Both projects are apartments with a minimum
size of 1,000 square feet and offered to families
earning RM10,000 a month.
While for external factors MBI recommends
turning Selangor into a hub for demand from
industries and investors, urging state governmentlinked companies (GLCs) and developers to create
more industrial and business parks to address this
demand which will come post-pandemic. MBI is also
calling to expedite the approval process to make it
more attractive for investors.
Soffan said the BNM report also highlighted two
commodities that will contribute to the economy —
petroleum and palm oil — should the state decide
on whether to focus on palm oil production or food
security for Selangor.
He also said MBI has made several
recommendations for the long run.
“We need to set up competitive platforms
to attract quality investments in industrial or
new technology. We also need to enhance
our innovation building so we will be
an innovation-based economy. Also,
we need to enhance economic
management so there will be ease
of doing business for investors
in the state, and lastly, socialeconomic reforms that are
more specific, systematic
and
non-overlapping,
while using technology.”

Changing fates
On another note, Soffan said the state is also
making plans to change the fate of 75 per cent of the
22,000 small-time traders to have their own shops via
the Platform Selangor (Plats) e-commerce platform.
He said this group is divided into two categories. First,
those earning less than RM100 per day and second,
those earning more than RM100 per day. Additionally,
there is also the third category of traders who own one
shop and fourth, those who own a chain of stores.
“We are targeting for those in categories one
and two to change their circumstances to become
categories three and four. The economic impact is
bigger if we can train them to be on the right platform
(Plats). Because they are the B40 and changing them
to be M40 will be the state’s biggest achievement.”
Soffan said besides Plats, they are also using the
Rakan Digital Selangor to guide the small traders in
generating income, including doing promotions on
social media.
MBI was established in 1994 as a body to
administer assets and investments of the state
government, and to represent the state in economic
and business activities that are beyond the state
government’s jurisdictions.
With 124 companies under its wing and 18
subsidiaries, MBI also plays a role in promoting and
supporting the state government’s development
efforts as well as carrying out social responsibility
obligations for the public.
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Local boy does good
We also upgraded the MBPJ community hall there to a bigger multipurpose hall. A new MBPJ stall is
also built in the area for 26 traders. While in PJS8 I managed to
get an MBPJ kiosk built for street
hawkers there.
The building of a new road
bridge for light vehicles coming
from PJS5 Desa Ria to PJS4 is now
80 per cent complete. It replaces
the temporary old iron bridge.
The new bridge built by MBPJ will
be permanent and made out of
concrete.

By ALANG BENDAHARA

S

ERI Setia (N32), home to
100,000 people, has a
mix of upper- and middle-class residents as well as
pockets of urban poor from
what used to be squatters
there. Since becoming elected as its state assemblyman,
Halimey Abu Bakar, a local
boy from the Desa Mentari
area, has taken steps to engage with the 53,492 voters
from all sides of the divide.
With his background as
part of the post-squatter generation or ‘anak setinggan’
(child from the squatters),
who is also the son of a night
market trader — and coupled
with 10 years of experience
as a former councillor with
the Petaling Jaya Municipal
Council (MBPJ) — Halimey
knows exactly what is needed
to serve in his ‘own backyard’.
Selangor Journal (SJ) : What is
the main industry in your constituency?

SJ: What are some of your problem-solving methods?

It is also where the local council
will conduct their programmes as
there is the MBPJ Stadium there.
SJ: What are the concerns
raised by your constituents and
how do you address them?

Halimey Abu Bakar (HAB) :
HAB : Traffic congestion is the
It is mostly industrial areas with main grouse of the people, as we
a few business parks. We used to have four main highways — the
have the Sungai Way Free Trade Federal Highway, Lebuhraya DaIndustrial Zone (FIZ), but mansara-Puchong, the Guthrie
m o s t
Corridor Expressway and
of
the
the New Pantai Exbig
playpressway. I have
ers there have
repeatedly raised
N32
moved out or
this issue in the
SERI
closed down. Now
State
Legislative
SETIA
it is just 20 per cent of
Assembly and will
what it used to be. But
continue to do
we still have the Hicom
so.
Glenmarie Industrial Park
Second
and the Bukit Jelutong Inis the poor
dustrial Park which is not
attitude of
as big as FIZ but are exresidents in
panding fast. The main
the
low-cost
business district is the Ara
flats, who douDamansara area which is also
ble-park their vehicoming up fast.
cles, causing misunderstandings,
and
SJ: What is the main attraction
also littering within Seri Setia?
out a care. I have engaged with
non-governmental organisations,
HAB : It would be the Taman members of the local council and
Bandaran Kelana Jaya which is also the people themselves, to
the largest and one of the most educate them and at the same
well-known parks in Petaling Jaya. time try to solve their woes.
The park has seven lakes, with
The third is unemployment
extensive jogging tracks circling due to the closure of big factories
around its beautiful lakes. During in FIZ. The state job fair in Seri
weekends it will be filled with peo- Setia was put on hold due to the
ple doing recreational activities. movement control order (MCO)

FROM TOP
Halimey attends to
a public complaint
regarding a clogged drain
in PJS5 in Taman Desaria,
Petaling Jaya
The former ‘anak setinggan’
pays a visit to the home
of an elderly man in SS9 in
Sungai Way

2.0, but after Raya, we will hold
briefings with those who were
laid off to help them.
Fourth is the crime rate at the
low-cost flats. We are bringing it
down through various engage-

ment programmes with the local community, the police and
the National Anti-Drugs Agency
(Nada).
Then, there is noise pollution
in Ara Damansara from aeroplanes and helicopters operating
in the middle of the night. I have
sent a letter to the Civil Aviation
Authority of Malaysia and will
send another to set a meeting
with them and the aviation companies involved.
SJ: What are your achievements
so far in your constituency?
HAB : In Kampung Lindungan
PJS6, I have set up a Community
Library with the help of the Selangor Public Library Corporation.

HAB : I like to engage with
the appointed councillors of the
Residents Representative Councils (MPP). l meet them to discuss
problems, solutions and planning
for the next programmes. I have
also asked MPP to set up bureaus
such as the welfare bureau, to
inform us if anyone needs assistance, or if there is a natural disaster, death or just someone requesting food aid.
I also work with the communities and NGOs on programmes
such as the Peduli Rakyat Initiative for residents to know what
assistance they can get. Also, I
work with the Nada Icon to conduct anti-drug programmes in
the Seri Setia areas.
I would say that being a former
MBPJ councillor for 10 years really helps me to serve the people
better. Also, it helps me in solving
complaints from residents who
always tend to blame the local
councils for everything.
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Digitising public service delivery
By ALANG BENDAHARA

I

N his 2021 New Year address, Selangor Menteri Besar Dato’ Seri Amirudin
Shari mentioned that the golden state
is set on encouraging more people to
embrace the digital shift, and that his administration will ease the process by offering a few innovations.
As Malaysia’s most progressive state,
Selangor enjoys a highly developed infrastructure and is a well-established investment haven backed by state government
support and an advanced commercial ecosystem.
Known for its skilled workforce and high
living standards, Selangor is a beacon of
abundance and prosperity.
The state has embarked on a journey
to become Southeast Asia’s premier smart
state by 2025.
This aim is in line with the World Bank’s
report titled ‘Malaysia Economic Monitor June 2019: Re-energizing the Public
Service’ that suggested that the country
needs to be embracing new technologies
and skills to digitalise and automate for improved public service delivery.
To achieve this status, four domains
— Smart Government, Smart Economy,
Smart Community and Smart Digital Infrastructure — need to be up and running
and in sync with one another.
In this second instalment of a twoparter, we highlight some of the applications developed by the Selangor govern-

ment via its Smart Selangor Delivery Unit
(SSDU) and other agencies to bring about
change for the people.
The Communities Online (COOL)
An application for Selangor residents that
offers the option to
report on burst
water pipes, traffic light malfunction, potholes
and cases of
vandalism. Users can upload
photographs of
the said problems.
It also conducts
polls for state assemblymen who use it
to disseminate information to their constituencies.
i-RS (Intelligent Response Selangor)
Another application for reporting
floods, potholes and broken traffic lights
in order to directly solve public complaints.
It was introduced in July 2017 and mainly developed for Selangor’s local councils,
the Public Works Department (PWD) and
Land and Districts Offices. Data on reported problems is extracted from Waze onto
the i-RS application. Council engineers as-

signed to the reports will investigate and
update on the progress of the fixtures using the application.
Between August 2017 and September
2020, i-RS received 113,588 reports on potholes throughout the state via
Waze. Out of the 108,022
public complaints received, 85.5 per cent
of them were solved.
Selangor
Advance
An invoice financing solution
for small- and
medium
enterprises (SME) in
their dealings with
the state government.
Users get to access
all their invoices through
the application’s dashboard
and can upload and manage them
easily for disbursement.
Selangor Advance was introduced on
June 22, 2020, as a financing scheme to
SMEs, especially contractors and service
providers, in facing the post-Covid-19 economic challenges.
The initiative aims to help business
owners have sufficient funds to ensure
their business continuity.
It was formulated on a Syariah-compliant financing concept to help the SMEs in-

crease their cash flow.
iDRS (Intelligent Disaster Response
Selangor)
The iDRS system uses end-to-end processes from the Waze Connected Citizens
Programme data to help state authorities
plan, manage and carry out operations in
cases of natural disaster.
On a day to day basis, it helps the State
Disaster Management Unit, the Rapid
Squad and the District & Land Offices to
better respond to floods, road accidents
and landslips.
TaLMAP (Traffic Light Monitoring
Application) Selangor
This application enables members of
the public to submit a report on a traffic
light malfunction directly to the local and
state governments. Through this application, both the public and government
authorities can monitor the condition of
traffic lights at any time and anywhere in
Selangor.
Selangor Intelligent Transport System
(SITS)
A tool for users of the Smart Selangor
Bus, offering passengers the list of buses
and routes, the expected time of arrival of
busses, as well as the location of the bus
stops.
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10,000 tourism
vouchers redeemed

The construction of the museum has been delayed by a year due to a lack of workers

Stamp museum to
be ready in 2023
By MUSTAKIM RAMLI
SHAH ALAM - Selangor’s first
Stamp Museum in Section 14,
here, is expected to be completed in January 2023, says state executive councillor for culture and
heritage Borhan Aman Shah.
He said its construction is now
15 per cent complete.
“According to the original
schedule, it was due to complete

in 2022. But during a visit to the
construction site, I was informed
there was a delay due to a lack of
workers.
“I will go to the construction
site every two weeks to ensure
the project runs smoothly,” he
said when commenting on the
construction status of the museum.
Meanwhile, Borhan said the
landscaping around the muse-

um will feature trees that have
been highlighted on stamps.
“Any items related to the postal service will also be displayed,
such as the postman’s bicycle,
mailboxes, old printing machines and so on,” he said.
People who wish to gift, lend
or sell their stamp collection to
the museum can visit www.padat.gov.my for further information.

UM, Air Selangor team up to
research on water
KUALA LUMPUR - Universiti Malaya (UM) and Pengurusan Air Selangor Sdn Bhd (Air
Selangor) on April 2 inked a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to collaborate in conducting research to preserve
water resources.
UM was represented by
vice-chancellor Prof Datuk Dr
Mohd Hamdi Abdul Syukor
while Air Selangor was represented by its chief executive officer Suhaimi Kamaralzaman.
According to Mohd Hamdi,

through the MoU, UM will share
its expertise with Air Selangor
through research and the water
operator company would utilise
the research outcomes to increase the effectiveness in public awareness campaigns, and
for education and sustainable
water practices.
“The research will focus on
causes and sources of pollution
problems and suggestions for
solutions, as well as effects of
water disruption, especially in
the Sungai Selangor basin,” said

Mohd Hamdi in his speech.
He said that since the university has many professors and
researchers to conduct research
related to water management,
water treatment and membrane
technology, their expertise must
be utilised in line with UM’s vision to become ‘A Global University Impacting The World’.
Meanwhile, Suhaimi hoped
that the collaboration would
help the company to continue
to provide water resources to its
8.4 million users. - Bernama

SHAH ALAM - The 10,000 travel vouchers for the ‘Nak Bercuti? Pusing Selangor Dulu!’
campaign have been fully redeemed.
Tourism Selangor general manager Azrul Shah Mohamad said the distribution of the
vouchers, worth RM200 each,
received an overwhelming response when they were introduced on Jan 8.
“Even though the (tourism)
sector is only open to domestic
visitors, this helps the tour operators in generating an income.
“Those who have redeemed
the vouchers, however, are reminded to continue complying
with the standard operating procedure when visiting places of attraction,” he told SelangorKini.
On July 13 last year, the state
government, through its Sela-

ngor Cares economic stimulus
package, had taken the initiative
to introduce the RM2 million
tourism voucher subsidy in efforts to resuscitate the tourism
industry.
The vouchers were redeemable via the Touch ‘n Go e-Wallet
and Lazada platforms and can
be used at participating hotels,
homestays and theme parks.
Meanwhile, Azrul said the
state agency is actively promoting its tourism campaign on its
social media platforms.
“We are showcasing various
interesting destinations in the
state via the Tourism Selangor
YouTube channel.
“The videos allow the people,
especially those residing outside
of Selangor, to catch a glimpse
of the various attractions in the
state,” he added.

Cash rewards for riders
during fasting month
SHAH ALAM - The Selangor Digital e-Supply Chain
(Seldec) is offering a RM200
incentive to food delivery personnel who serve until the
last day of Ramadan.
Its Business Development
general manager Mohd Fauzan Elham said the incentive
is aimed at encouraging more
riders and drivers to register
with the company.
“They will also be covered
by Socso and accident benefits in the event of an unwarranted incident while working.
“Seldec hopes more people will register because we
need up to 500 delivery riders
and drivers during Ramadan,”
Mohd Fauzan told Selangor-

Kini.
He said those who are interested can register at dapur.
seldec.com.my/join/rider/.
“Applicants must be 18
years and above and those
who are above 50 must undergo a health examination.
“Probationary license holders are also eligible to apply
although the vehicle insurance coverage certificate
must be in the name of the
applicant,” he said.
Seldec was launched on Oct
3, 2019, to help merchants increase revenue through online sales.
The site sells fresh produce, groceries, clothing and
home appliances, among other things.
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MBI embraces the Ramadan
spirit of giving
By SHEEDA FATHIL
SHAH ALAM - Menteri Besar Selangor Incorporated or MBI has
allocated RM3 million to implement its corporate social responsibility (CSR) programmes
during Ramadan.
Its chief executive officer
Norita Mohd Sidek said from
the amount, a total of RM1.5
million is allocated for the Selangor Menteri Besar’s ‘Jelajah
Ramadan Kita Selangor’ programme.
She said the remaining
amount is spent on the ‘Ihya
Ramadan’ programme that provides assistance to the low-income group (B40) and orphans.
“We will tour all districts and
pass donations to mosques,
suraus, educational institutions, residents’ associations
and non-governmental organisations,” she told Selangorkini after distributing 500 food
packs to the employees of the
Karangkraf Media Group in Sec-

tion 15 here on April 27 for the
breaking of fast.
Food packs were also distributed to the Shah Alam Polytechnic, the Shah Alam Fire Station,
the Shah Alam Police Headquarters, Proton and the Selangor
State Secretary building.
The PPR (People’s Housing
Project) flats in Lembah Subang
and Kampung Baru Hicom (Section 26), state constituencies in
Batu Tiga and Kota Anggerik,
and the Shah Alam parliament
office were also among the recipients.
The distribution is part of
MBI’s ‘Ihya Ramadan’ initiative,
where RM280,000 in cash and
kind will be handed out to selected organisations.
Among the agencies involved
in the initiative are the Shah
Alam City Council, Selangor Islamic Religious Department,
Yayasan Islam Darul Ehsan, Selangor Zakat Board, Selangor
University and the Management and Science University.

Norita presents a bag of food items to a staff member of Karangkraf Media Group on April 27

Selangor GLCs win prestigious award
KUALA LUMPUR - Three Selangor government-linked companies
(GLCs) won the International Business Review Asean Awards 2020 for
outstanding performance in services.
The companies are KDEB Waste
Management, which tops for Corporate Excellence (Utility), Kumpulan Semesta Sdn Bhd for Corporate
Excellence (Transformative and Sustainable Mining Management), and
Smart Selangor Delivery Unit for
Government Delivery Services (Government Services Delivery in Smart
State Development).
Selangor Menteri Besar Dato' Seri
Amirudin Shari said the recognition
from the IBR Asia Group is proof
that all the commitment and hard
work shown by the three state GLCs
has borne fruit.
“I am proud of these companies’
achievements. Of course, this recognition is very significant for them
to continue to provide the best services to the people in the state.
“However, we see this not as the

State executive councillor for local government Ng Sze Han holds up
KDEB Waste Management’s winning trophy during the awards ceremony
on April 2
culmination of a journey, but (on)
how to record better results in the
future, as well as becoming a competition to other teams or GLCs in
achieving greater success,” he said.
Amirudin joined the awards ceremony as a guest of honour.
The event, held at the Putra World
Trade Center, here on April 2, was of-

ficiated by Minister in the Prime Minister’s Department (Economy) Datuk Seri Mustapa Mohamed.
A total of 17 other local companies were also presented with
awards, among them Celcom Axiata
Berhad, BIMB Holdings, Al-Ikhsan
Sports Sdn Bhd, Sun Life Malaysia
and Pilot Constructions Sdn Bhd.

Selgate Hospital
90 pct complete
SHAH ALAM - The construction of the Selgate Hospital in Rawang has reached 90 per cent completion
and is expected to be fully ready by March next year,
says Rawang state assemblyman Chua Wei Kiat.
He said the Selangor State Development Corporation (PKNS) had approved an additional allocation
of RM40 million to increase the number of floors in
the main building from eight to 10, which is in replacement of a building in the second phase of the
planning.
“The original plan had involved two phases … The
initial plan would be able to equip 95 hospital beds
but it has now been increased to 230 beds.
“The plan to add on additional hospital beds was
brought forward by 10 years,” he said on a Facebook
post on April 20.
Chua said the hospital is also expected to create
500 job opportunities including 100 vacancies for
doctors.
“During a meeting with Selgate, I was informed
that the fee for hospital services here (Rawang) is
estimated to be between 20 to 25 per cent cheaper
than other private hospitals,” he said.
The Selgate Hospital is located near the Aeon
store in Rawang.
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By ALANG BENDAHARA

P

ort Klang (N36) has a dense population of close to
70,000, with 33,809 registered voters as of 2018. As
its name suggests, it is home to many people who
work in the ports and shipping industry. Since his appointment as state assemblyman, Azmizam Zaman Huri has committed
his efforts towards raising the living standards of his constituency
and ensuring that the people’s exN46
pectations are fulfilled.
PELABUHAN
KLANG

Azmizam at a dinner event with association members of 11 houses of worship in Port Klang

No day off for Azmizam
A Public Works
Department (JKR)
crane installs LED
lights along the
Pulau Indah Bridge,
supervised by
Azmizam

Selangor Journal (SJ): What is
the main industry in your constituency?
Azmizam Zaman Huri (AZH):
The main industry in my constituency is port activities. Port
Klang consists of two ports
which are Westport and Northport. Westport is located in my
constituency, while Northport
is under the jurisdiction of Selat Klang. The people in my constituency are mainly involved
in logistics which involve import-export activities and transhipment.
SJ: What is the main attraction in
Port Klang?
AZH: The main attraction is
Port Klang town itself, where
most of the pre-war shophouses and historical buildings
are located. Foods such as nasi
kandar, Chinese prawn fried

rice, chicken rice and rojak are
famous here. You can try eating
at Warung Siang Malam, which
is located near Bank Rakyat Port
Klang. While for Nasi Kandar, I
would recommend that visitors
go to Restoran Langkapuri.
SJ: What are the concerns raised
by your constituents and how do
you address them?
AZH: The people in my constituency always raise issues about
the road condition and amenities
such as street lamps, billboards
and signages. I also come across
complaints relating to environmental pollution that happen in
Pulau Indah and Kampung Telok
Gong. I try my best to solve these
issues by working with the local
authorities, highlighting them to
the relevant departments and
raising them in the state legislative assembly.
SJ: What are your achievements
so far in your constituency?
Previously the people in Port
Klang were frustrated that the

Azmizam meets with Central Spectrum Sdn Bhd and MPK officers to discuss cleanup operations
of discarded used clothing at the Laguna Park riverbank in Pulau Indah

roads were not well maintained
for many years. Street lights
were broken and signages had
gone missing because of vandalism activities. But in the past
few years, I have managed to
maintain the roads and amenities with the help of, and funds
from, the Klang Municipal Council, the Public Works Department
and the state government. I also
managed to install solar-powered lights on many roads to
ensure that they will be well lit
even if the existing street lamps
are broken.
SJ: What are some of your problem-solving methods?
Every weekday I will be at
my service centre from 10am to
10pm to meet the people and
also to have discussions with my
team on all sorts of issues. The
people are welcomed to see me
at any time. On weekends I will be
attending programmes that allow
me to meet with the community.
There is no rest day for me. I always remind my staff to make
sure that my schedule is full.

The Port Klang rep oversees road surfacing repairs at Taman Teluk
Gedung Indah, carried out by Klang Municipal Council workers
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Comply with
SOP, event
organisers told

m
By SHEEDA FATHIL

Cyclists are flagged off in a ceremony to celebrate the Johor state level’s Road to Tokyo 2020 tour programme at the Bangunan
Dato’ Jaafar Muhammad in Iskandar Puteri, Johor, on April 25. – Picture by Bernama

Daily Covid-19 tests for
all who make it to Tokyo
SEREMBAN - The Malaysian contingent
to the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games must abide by all regulations
stipulated by the organiser.
National Sports Council (NSC) director-general Datuk Ahmad Shapawi Ismail said the International Olympic Committee (IOC), International Paralympic
Committee (IPC), Tokyo Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic
Games, Tokyo Metropolitan Government
and the Japanese government have is-

sued additional safety measures in the
latest playbook.
Among the regulations is that participants are required to undergo two Covid-19 screenings prior to their arrival in
Japan and daily screening thereafter for
the duration they are there.
“This is to ensure the safety of the athletes and the people of Japan. It is the
responsibility of all parties, including the
national contingent, to adhere to the regulations issued by the organiser. There

is no flexibility. We must ensure that Tokyo 2020 can be held without any infections,” Ahmad Shapawi said.
He was speaking to reporters after the
state-level Road to Tokyo 2020 Support
Tour programme at Wisma Negeri here,
on April 29, which was officiated by Menteri Besar Datuk Seri Aminuddin Harun.
Ahmad Shapawi said NSC will organise a detailed briefing session for all athletes and officials once all the regulations
set by Tokyo are rolled out. - Bernama

KUALA LUMPUR - Organisers of sports
events have been urged to adhere to the
standard operating procedures (SOP)
that have been outlined by the National
Security Council (NSC).
State executive councillor for youth
development and sports Mohd Khairuddin Othman said it is important that no
conflict arises between the organisers
and the authorities.
“Sports events should continue within
the scope that has been approved. Therefore I urge the organisers to take note of
the SOP to avoid being compounded.
“I would also like to appeal to the authorities to review the matter in detail
with the organisers if there have been
issues on failures to comply with the
SOP,” he said on April 10 in response to
a RM20,000 compound issued to a motorsport organiser at an event at the
Sepang International Circuit in Sepang,
on April 9.
The organiser, MUSC Motorsports,
was reported to have been issued permission to run the event but had failed
to ensure spectators complied with Covid-19 prevention SOP.

Waiting game as Olympic qualifiers hit snags
MELAKA - The final list of the Malaysian
contingent to the 2020 Tokyo Olympics will
only be known in early July as the qualifying rounds of several sporting events involving our athletes will take place in June.
National Sports Council (MSN) director-general Datuk Ahmad Shapawi Ismail
said the qualifying process for the Olympics and Paralympics is taking longer than
planned as many international championships have been postponed due to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
The qualifying process also depends

on international sports associations as
they struggle to organise competitions,
with some having to cancel and use old
rankings, causing some national athletes
to lose their chance to compete.
“For badminton, we are still waiting for
the two final championships, the Malaysia Open and the Singapore Open (to take
place) while for diving, several of our athletes have already departed for Tokyo for
the last qualifying process to the Olympics,” Ahmad Shapawi told reporters at
Seri Negeri here on April 27.

He was escorting Melaka Chief Minister
Datuk Seri Sulaiman Md Ali to officiate the
Road To Tokyo 2020 contingent support
expedition.
Ahmad Shapawi said they had initially targeted 68 athletes to qualify for the
Olympics and Paralympics but have since
lost the opportunity in several sports, including shooting and fencing.
He also said the national contingent is
prepared if the men’s hockey team under
chief coach Arul Selvaraj is suddenly called
up to replace countries that pull out.

“Our hockey team is the main reserve
team and there are rumours that South
Africa will pull out. We are waiting to see
if there is confirmation that they really do
not want to send a team.
Currently, 12 athletes have managed to
book their places for the games and will
represent the country in cycling, artistic
gymnastics, archery, sailing and diving.
Fourteen Paralympic athletes have also
qualified through seven disciplines, namely
athletics, weightlifting, badminton, cycling,
archery, boccia and swimming. - Bernama
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